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Abstract

Generating high-quality responses is a key
challenge for any open domain dialogue sys-
tems. However, even though there exist a
variety of quality dimensions especially de-
signed for dialogue evaluation (e.g., coherence
and diversity scores), current dialogue systems
rarely utilize them to guide the response gen-
eration during training. To alleviate this issue,
we propose LSTDial (Long- and Short-Term
Dialogue), a novel two-stage framework which
generates and utilizes conversation evaluation
as explicit feedback during training. Specifi-
cally, we fine-tune pre-trained dialogue systems
through using turn-level quality feedback in
the first stage and further train ever-improving
dialogue agents through using dialogue-level
quality feedback in the second stage. By us-
ing our approach on dialogue systems, capa-
ble of enabling dialogue generation with both
short-term capabilities (generating more fluent,
relevant and varied responses at the turn-level)
and long-term capabilities (generating more co-
herent, engaging and informative responses at
the dialogue-level). We implement LSTDial
on four strong baseline models and experiment
with two open-domain dialogue datasets. Ex-
perimental results show that LSTDial achieves
significant improvement, enabling to generate
better dialogue responses in terms of both hu-
man and automatic evaluation.

1 Introduction

Generating high-quality responses is a key chal-
lenge for any open domain dialogue systems (Adi-
wardana et al., 2020; Roller et al., 2021; Kann
et al., 2022; Ferron et al., 2023; Park et al., 2023).
Current state-of-the-art systems do this by training
agents with supervised learning on large amounts
of labeled text data. However, these labeled data
are usually reference responses or pre-defined task
goals instead of multi-faceted quality dimensions
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Figure 1: A motivation example of comparing MLE
and LSTDial (ours). (a) MLE does not aim at any
dialogue quality. Conversely, LSTDial achieves (b1) the
short-term objective via training with short-term quality
feedback and (b2) the long-term objective via training
with long-term quality feedback.

designed for dialogue evaluation (e.g., relevance,
coherence, and engagement, etc.), which leads to a
great gap between dialogue generation and evalu-
ation. Response generation systems are typically
trained by optimizing the average likelihood of the
training data (Maximum Likelihood Estimation,
MLE), without a clear signal on the progression of
the ongoing conversation (Sun et al., 2023).

A possible solution to the above issue is to intro-
duce quality annotations of the ongoing conversa-
tion during training. However, selecting relevant
and meaningful quality dimensions and generating
corresponding measurement annotations are cru-
cial. In the dialogue evaluation task, an evaluation
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metric can be evaluated at the turn and dialogue
level (Yeh et al., 2021; Mehri and Eskénazi, 2020).
In a turn-level evaluation setting, the goal is, given
prior dialogue history (frequently denoted as con-
text) c and a response r, the metric will assign a
score s of r conditioned on c while assuming a
measured quality dimension q. Examples of turn-
level quality dimensions include fluency, relevance,
diversity, appropriateness, and safety, etc (Jiang
et al., 2022). Conversely, in a dialogue-level eval-
uation setting, the goal is to evaluate the perfor-
mance throughout the full dialogue. Examples of
dialogue-level quality dimensions include coher-
ence, engagement, topic depth, informativeness,
and consistence, etc (Zhang et al., 2022, 2023). Be-
cause human evaluation is both expensive and time-
consuming, automatic evaluation metric models
that strongly correlate with human judgments have
been proposed. Intuitively, if the mentioned-above
quality annotations can be automatically generated
and recast into explicit feedback, it is promising
to study ever-improving dialogue agents that learn
through interaction.

Feedback-based reinforcement learning (RL) has
gained increasing attention in dialogue generation
(Yu et al., 2023; Cai et al., 2023; Zhu et al., 2023).
Because human-generated feedback is expensive to
obtain, researchers have devised learned feedback
generators while assuming one can train down-
stream models to utilize generated feedback (Zhou
et al., 2023). Motivated by this, we design feedback
functions which depict multi-sided qualities of con-
versation and utilize generated feedback to guide
response generation in the RL-based setting. Con-
sidering the balance between efficiency and perfor-
mance, we fine-tune pre-trained dialogue systems
through using turn-level quality feedback (called
short-term feedback in our method) while train
ever-improving dialogue agents via continual learn-
ing through using dialogue-level quality feedback
(called long-term feedback in our method). A moti-
vation example is shown in Figure 1.

To this end, we propose the LSTDial (Long-
and Short-Term Dialogue) framework. There are
two stages involved in the learning process. In the
first stage (STDial), we first extract single-turn di-
alogues from the training set of the experimental
dataset and then calculate their turn-level evalua-
tion scores. After this, we fine-tune dialogue sys-
tems via a multi-objective loss function including
MLE and short-term feedback. In the second stage

(LTDial), we further train the first-stage dialogue
system but in the RL-based mode. Specifically,
we first generate a response r via the training sys-
tem conditioned on current history c. Then, we
calculate dialogue-level evaluation scores of the
conversation <c, r> as current reward or feedback
of r. Particularly, to estimate future reward of r,
we generate a future response f via user simulator
(Peng et al., 2022; Hu et al., 2023) while assuming
the conversation is ongoing. Next, we calculate
turn-level evaluation scores of <r, f> as future re-
ward or feedback of r. Finally, these two rewards
are integrated and adapted in policy updating for
RL. A novel feature of our methodology is gener-
ating and utilizing feedback that accesses relevant
and meaningful conversation evaluation for better
response generation.

The contributions of this paper are three folds:

• We propose LSTDial, a novel framework
which utilizes turn- and dialogue-level conver-
sation evaluation as explicit feedback during
training for the first time, alleviating the gap
between dialogue generation and evaluation.

• Our approach enables both short-term capa-
bilities (generating more fluent, relevant and
varied responses at the turn-level) and long-
term capabilities (generating more coherent,
engaging and informative responses at the di-
alogue -level) for dialogue generation.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on
two popular open-domain dialogue datasets
and the results show that LSTDial achieves
significant improvement in terms of both hu-
man and automatic evaluation.

2 Related Works

2.1 Dialogue Generation
In recent years, significant progress has been made
in the field of open-domain response generation.
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) is a Transformer-
based model which improves performance in
a log-linear fashion across tasks. Then, Di-
aloGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) is trained on 147M
conversation-like exchanges extracted from Red-
dit comment chains, enabling to generate rele-
vant, content-rich and context-consistent responses.
In contrast with DialoGPT, GODEL (Peng et al.,
2022) leverages a new phase of grounded pre-
training that require information external to the
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current conversation to produce good responses.
The most related work to ours is PLATO-2 (Bao
et al., 2021) trained via curriculum learning. There
are two stages involved in the learning process.
However, the main difference between previous
dialogue systems including PLATO-2 and ours is
that we elaborately design the quality-driven train-
ing method while the others mainly optimize the
average likelihood of the training data. For more
advances on dialogue systems, we refer to (Ni et al.,
2023; Deng et al., 2023) for interested readers.

2.2 Dialogue Evaluation

Automatic dialogue evaluation metrics can be di-
vided into two categories: rule-based and model-
based (Yeh et al., 2021). Rule-based metrics em-
ploy heuristic rules to evaluate responses while
model-based metrics train deep networks or lan-
guage models on specific dialogue data. Recently,
combined model-based metrics have sprung up.
USL-H (Phy et al., 2020) composites three quality
groups (understandability, sensibleness, likability)
in a linear hierarchy. IM2 (Jiang et al., 2022) trains
sub-metrics with each targeting a specific dimen-
sion and integrates them into meaningful categori-
cal metrics. Some recent studies (Mendonça et al.,
2023; Duan et al., 2023) propose ensemble mod-
els that take advantage of the strengths of current
evaluation models with prompting Large Language
Models, achieving state of the art results on the
newest DSTC dialogue evaluation challenge. For
more details of dialogue evaluation and DSTC chal-
lenges, we refer the readers to (Zhang et al., 2021;
Rodríguez-Cantelar et al., 2023).

3 Methodology

The approach proposed in this paper belongs to the
augmentation task of dialogue generation, and the
specific objectives and motivations have been elab-
orated in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the architecture
of our method LSTDial. First, we crafted two sets
of conversation evaluators to generate long- and
short-term feedback (described in §3.1 and §3.2,
respectively). Then, the two-stage training of LST-
Dial will be presented in §3.3 and §3.4.

3.1 Short-term Feedback

We integrated three turn-level dialogue evaluation
models together to construct Turn-level Evaluator
(i.e., TEval). TEval eventually generates a Short-
term Feedback (i.e., ST-Feed) and participates in

the training of short-term stage. In the figure 2(c),
the Fluency, Relevance and Diversity evaluation
models included in TEval are presented respec-
tively. Fluency: We used VUP (Valid Utterance
Prediction) proposed by USL-H (Phy et al., 2020)
for Fluency. We run VUP with the original set-
tings. Relevance: Similar to the Fluency metric,
we proposed this metric to enhance the relevance
prediction by using negative sampling. Specifically,
the objective is to discern whether a given context-
response pair is relevance or not. RoBERTa-base
(Liu et al., 2019) is adopted as the text encoder.
Diversity: We used a new automatic evaluation
metric, Sem-Ent (Han et al., 2022), which can mea-
sure the semantic diversity based on the semantic
distribution of generated responses.

FeedST = α1s
(Flu) + α2s

(Rel) + α3s
(Div) (1)

where we set α1 = α2 = α3 = 1
3 , which meaning

that all three turn-level scores contribute the same
to the final short-term feedback.

Notably, the design details of the evaluation
model are in Appendix B. A description of all the
qualities used to build the feedback is in the Ap-
pendix A. We follow DSTC 11 track 41 to select
quality in feedback.

3.2 Long-term Feedback
In the figure 2(d), we also carefully constructed the
Dialogue-level Evaluator (i.e., DEval) to generate
the Long-term Feedback (i.e., LT-Feed). DEval is
capable of evaluating the Engagement, Coherence,
and Informativeness content of the entire conver-
sation. Engagement: We trained a discriminatory
model using the RED (Reddit-based Engagement
Dataset) (Xu et al., 2022). The RED dataset is de-
rived from Reddit and is carefully curated using
a unique distant-supervision framework. In this
framework, emotional, attentional, behavioral, and
reply engagement are combined to form a single
score called ENDEX. Coherence: We considered
the use of the GRADE (Huang et al., 2020) as
our model for coherence evaluation. We got k -
1 adjacency pairs for a dialogue containing k ut-
terances and hence k - 1 coherence scores. The
coherence score at the dialogue-level is calculated
by averaging the k - 1 scores. Informativeness:
We adopted a pretrained natural language infer-
ence (NLI) model2 to calculate the topic depth of a

1https://chateval.org/dstc11
2https://huggingface.co/

roberta-large-mnli
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Figure 2: An architectural illustration of the introduced LSTDial method. LSTDial consists of (a) Short-term
Training and (b) Long-term Training. In (a) we use (c) Short-term Feedback incorporated into regular MLE training
to improve the short-term capabilities (relevance and diversity, etc.) of the dialogue. In (b) we build on the (e)
RL Iteration algorithm and use (d) Long-term Feedback as a reward to improve the long-term capabilities of the
dialogue (coherence and engagement, etc.).

conversation to represent the informativeness of a
response.

FeedLT = β1s
(Eng) + β2s

(Coh) + β3s
(Inf) (2)

Finally, we averaged the three dialogue-level
scores, setting β1 = β2 = β3 = 1

3 to get the LT-Feed.
All the qualities used to construct the feedback are
described in the Appendix A. Details of the design
of the evaluation model are given in Appendix B.

3.3 Short-term Training
This section will introduce the short-term training
of dialogue system, which we refer to as STDial.
Figure 2(a) describes in detail the training process.
In this strategy, we leverage the TEval introduced
in §3.1 as a form of short-term feedback to enhance
the short-term generation performance of the dia-
logue system. We introduce an additional feedback
( eq. 4) term alongside the generative loss (eq. 3)
within the overall loss equation (eq. 5), as demon-
strated in Equation 3-5:

LMLE =
len∑

t=1

p (yt | C; y<t) log (q (ŷt | C; y<t))

(3)
FST=∥Eval (C, q (. | C; y<t) ∥ (4)

LST = LMLE − λ · FST (5)

where C is the context and q ∈ R|V |·len in the Equa-
tion 3 is the softmax output produced by STDial

(i.e., the predicted response matrix R̂). The term
ŷt indicates the decoder’s response at the tth word
it generates. The LMLE of Equation 3 is the cross-
entropy loss from STDial. In the Equation 4, the
function Eval refers to TEval, which will gener-
ate the short-term feedback FST . The TEval mod-
ule processes the input as a one-hot representa-
tion in a standalone assessment scenario. This
means that the input consisting of len tokens first
passes through an embedding lookup layer. This
embedding lookup layer converts the input into
a matrix of shape RD×len to rest of the network.
D represents the dimension of the word embed-
dings. To enable the differentiability in the loss,
we avoid using argmax to get the decoded token.
Instead, we access the output of the softmax layer,
which represents the likelihood distribution of out-
put lengths across the entire vocabulary (R|V |×len).
In order to obtain the same input matrix RD×len for
TEval network, we use this distribution to perform
a weighted embedding lookup throughout the en-
tire vocabulary. The input form of the transformed
predicted responses R̂ is:

RD×len = RD×|V | × R|V |×len (6)

Then the context C and the predicted response
R̂ will get the same matrix form RD×len, which
is concatenated and fed into TEval to get the final
feedback. We weighted the feedback by the hy-
perparameter λ in Equation 5. We set λ to 15 by
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grid search for optimising the final loss on the de-
velopment set. The STDial is trained to minimize
cross-entropy loss while maximizing ST-Feed. The
TEval dialogue evaluation model is trained on the
original corpus, following which the parameters
are frozen. The updated loss is back-propagated to
update STDial.

3.4 Long-term Training
Figure 2(b) describes in detail the training process
and components of LTDial, which is mainly based
on Reinforcement Learning (RL) iterations as well
as the construction of effective feedback. In this
section, RL iteration will be introduced first, fol-
lowed by reward composition, which is involved in
long-term training.

3.4.1 RL Iteration
History Generator: In the context of the t-th

utterance, the dialogue state is derived from the
dialogue history, denoted as Ht = <C1, R1, . . . ,
Ct>. We define k as the iteration variable. When
k = 1, we take the first utterance of the dialogue
sample as the initialized dialogue history: H1 = C1.
The purpose of History Generator is to update Ht to
Ht+1. When moving to the next iteration k = t+1,
the new history Hk is assigned as <C1, R1, . . . , Ct,
Rt, Ct+1> such that the newly-generated Rt and
Ct+1 can be appended to the previous history Ht.

LTDial: LTDial takes the dialogue history Ht

as input and generates the action Rt. We employed
the stochastic policy gradient algorithm to opti-
mize LTDial. In our method, the policy takes
the form of the dialogue generation network (i.e.,
P (Rt|Ht; θ)), and is defined by the parameters θ of
LTDial. The objective to maximize is the expected
future reward E[rk]:

LLT (θ) = E[rk] (7)

According to the theorem of policy gradient, The
gradient of the expected reward can be calculated
given the parameter θ of LTDial as:

∇θLLT (θ) = E [∇ logP (Rt | Ht; θ) · rk] (8)

where rk, which involves long-term feedback, will
be described in detail in the next section. We rec-
ommend that readers who are interested in the im-
plementation of the policy gradient algorithm refer
to (François-Lavet et al., 2018).

Combiner: Combiner acts as a connector to add
the newly-generated utterance (e.g., action Rt) to
the end of the previous history.

User Simulator: We introduced a User Simula-
tor (Hu et al., 2023) to imitate human interaction
with the dialogue system to obtain better training
data for the online RL. Our method simulates a
conversation between the User Simulator and our
LTDial, and let them take turns talking with each
other. We used the base version of GODEL3 (Peng
et al., 2022) as our User Simulator. The whole inter-
action is shown in Figure 2(e). Through extensive
experiments, we chose iteration variable k = 5 to
ensure moderate long-term training difficulty and
better performance.
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Figure 3: The calculation procedure for Future Reward.

3.4.2 Reward Composition
In our approach, the reward composition of t-th RL
iteration consists of the current reward rct and the
future reward rft . For the dialogue history Ht and
response Rt, the current reward computes the score
of <Ht, Rt>, which measures the importance of
Rt to the overall dialogue history Ht. Conversely,
the future reward computes the score of <Rt, Ft>
where Ft is the content of the conversation that
will probably be talked about in the following (i.e.,
Follow-up utterances), which measure the impor-
tance of Rt to the future utterances Ft.

Current Reward: We used long-term feedback
as current reward rct :

rct = FeedLT (Ht, Rt) (9)
3https://github.com/microsoft/GODEL
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Future Reward: The entire process of calculat-
ing future reward rft is shown in Figure 3. We used
the User Simulator as generator G and the top-k
sampling to generate future dialogues, while using
TEval as a scorer S to pick k-best future utterances.
By using G and S twice, we finally get the set of fu-
ture utterances Ft = (f1, f2, . . . , fk) about Rt and
the importance Wt = (w1, w2, . . . , wk) about Ft.
Then, we spliced Rt with all fi to get k <Rt, fi>
pairs. Finally it is scored using TEval and weighted
using wi:

rft =

k∑

i=1

wiFeedST (Rt, fi) (10)

The final reward rfinal consists of rct and rft :

rfinal = δ1r
c
t + δ2r

f
t (11)

where δ1 and δ2 are learnable weights for training.

4 Experiment Setup

4.1 Datasets
Following the works (Cai et al., 2020; Sun et al.,
2023) on augmented dialog generation, we eval-
uated our method over two English open do-
main dialogue datasets: DailyDialog (Li et al.,
2017) and Opensubtitles (Lison and Tiedemann,
2016). For the purpose of our study, we con-
ducted pre-processing on these two datasets. We
extracted T − 1 single-turn dialogues [(u1, u2),
(u2, u3), . . . , (uT−1, uT )] from a multi-turn dia-
logue (u1, u2, . . . , uT ), where u represents an ut-
terance. We gathered all dialogue pairs, reduced
the repeat pairs, and divided them into training, val-
idation and test sets. We splited the DailyDialog
dataset to 54,894/6,000/5,700, and OpenSubtitles
to 64,000/8,000/8,000.

4.2 Baselines
We compared our method on following classic gen-
eration baselines: (1) Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017): an encoder-decoder architecture that relies
solely on attention mechanisms. (2) GPT-2 (Rad-
ford et al., 2019): a large-scale pre-trained lan-
guage model, which is fine-tuned using the full
training dataset. (3) PLATO (Bao et al., 2021):
a pretrained dialogue generation model based on
UniLM (Dong et al., 2019). We utilized the v1 ver-
sion with the 132M parameters. (4) BART (Lewis
et al., 2020): a pretrained sequence-to-sequence
transformer model. We used the base version with
the 110M parameters.

4.3 Implementation Details

Our implementation is based on the open-source
toolkit Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). All the
experiments are conducted on 4 nvidia 3090 24GB
GPUs. We adopted AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2019) with a learning rate of 3e-5 and
a batch size of 16 for training. The best perform-
ing model on the validation set was selected for
testing. The choice of all the hyperparameters de-
pends on how they perform on the development set.
We used top-k sampling (Fan et al., 2018) during
dialogue generation with the temperature as 0.7.
The discount factor γ to 0.95 during the reward
accumulation phase of RL. During the iteration of
reinforcement learning, we can choose different
Iteration variable k to balance the computation cost
and the performance. We test k ∈ {3, 5, 7} on both
datasets and find k = 5 can get moderate long-term
training difficulty and better performance.

4.4 Main Results

4.4.1 Automatic Evaluation
We instantiated our method on a set of mainstream
dialogue generation models including Transformer,
GPT-2, PLATO and BART. The automatic evalu-
ation results are shown in Table 1. For each pair
such as Plato+LST (i.e., using the long- and short-
term training method in this paper) vs. Plato (i.e.,
using the original MLE method), as can be seen,
our model consistently surpasses vanilla baselines
across all automated metrics on both datasets, un-
derscoring the effectiveness and versatility of our
methodology. It can be observed that the results of
GPT2 and Tranformer improve more significantly
compared to models with larger number of parame-
ters such as BART and PLATO. This is mainly due
to the fact that large-scale models such as BART
and PLATO already had a better dialogue genera-
tion capability.

4.4.2 Human Evaluation
Table 2 reports the result of human evaluation.
We employed three annotators to assess the qual-
ity of the responses generated on the DailyDia-
log dataset. Totally, 100 randomly sampled re-
sponses generated by each model are rated by each
annotator on six different dimensions. Ratings
ranged from 1 to 3, indicating poor, normal and
good (Assessment questions are consistent with
the quality description in Appendix A). We con-
ducted two groups of experiments. The first group
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Models Dist-1 ↑ Dist-2 Dist-3 BLEU-1 ↑ BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 Len. PPL ↓
(a) Transformer 1.19 6.21 15.13 13.29 2.28 1.13 0.76 6.74 25.25

Transformer (♠) 4.55 16.64 32.14 33.76 27.91 26.55 18.78 12.24 18.07
GPT-2 2.16 7.44 16.15 15.27 2.84 1.66 0.78 7.01 15.91
GPT-2 (♠) 4.96 19.04 35.77 17.63 25.15 19.73 11.45 10.74 14.39
PLATO 6.20 28.41 49.93 31.81 24.85 20.42 16.12 8.31 12.73
PLATO (♠) 6.29 33.76 65.28 36.18 29.92 24.97 19.62 11.22 7.65
BART 7.64 24.42 40.99 9.97 8.01 6.69 5.33 6.35 11.59
BART (♠) 7.95 34.16 64.39 18.08 13.96 12.47 8.17 10.87 6.48

(b) Transformer 1.57 3.28 6.39 8.76 2.35 1.21 0.87 7.41 27.83
Transformer (♠) 3.81 9.45 23.67 38.13 30.77 26.38 22.69 11.02 25.76
GPT-2 3.12 4.32 7.29 10.97 3.30 2.15 1.15 8.47 26.47
GPT-2 (♠) 5.07 13.66 30.17 23.96 23.42 18.05 13.43 9.85 25.16
PLATO 6.06 25.55 47.82 35.81 28.85 24.14 19.26 10.83 24.25
PLATO (♠) 7.45 25.87 63.65 45.76 35.98 31.63 26.07 13.91 5.51
BART 7.17 23.92 39.30 10.24 8.37 7.06 5.65 7.51 21.84
BART (♠) 9.87 36.75 68.43 16.32 15.33 15.81 9.04 10.12 4.43

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results (%) on (a) DailyDialog and (b) OpenSubtitles. The symbol “♠” indicates that
the model is trained using our proposed method. Bold numbers mean that the enhancement to the best baseline is
statistically signifcant (a two-tailed paired t-test with p-value <0.01).

PLATO+LST PLATO STDial LTDial
Flu. 2.67 2.14 2.01 1.79
Rel. 2.55 2.02 1.95 1.43
Div. 2.19 1.94 1.74 1.68

Eng. 2.41 1.58 1.04 1.67
Coh. 2.20 1.86 1.15 1.73
Inf. 2.25 2.11 1.35 2.01

Table 2: Human evaluation results in terms of turn-level
quality (up) and dialogue-level quality (down). STDial
and LTDial is instantiated on the naive Transformer.

(PLATO+LST vs. PLATO) proves the effective-
ness of the training method proposed in this paper,
and the PLATO model using our method signif-
cantly outperforms the origin PLATO in terms of
all the evaluation aspects. In the second group
(STDial vs. LTDial), STDial has better perfor-
mance in turn-level quality, while LTDial has better
performance in dialogue-level quality. This sug-
gests that long-term and short-term training meth-
ods (LSTDial) can accomplish the long-term (En-
gagement/Coherence/Informativeness) and short-
term(Fluency/Diversity/Relevance) objectives of
dialog generation, respectively.

4.4.3 LLMs Evaluation
Since rule-based evaluation metrics are not effec-
tive in evaluating the performance of dialogue gen-
eration, we turn our attention to large language
models. Specifically, we used GPT-4 (Bubeck et al.,
2023) to conduct a dialogue evaluation of LSTDial
and its comparison models on the same 100 well-
collected samples as in the previous section. This
process begins with an instruction that directs the

Large Language Models (LLMs) to provide both
reasons and ratings for a given dialogue. To en-
hance the comprehension of LLMs, we also supply
evaluation criteria standards. See Appendix C for
complete instruction. In Figure 4 the results of the
GPT-4 Evaluation are presented. In the left figure,
it is demonstrated that LSTDial improves the re-
sults across the board in six areas, while STDial
and LTDial are only effective in the short- or long-
term qualities. The right figure, on the other hand,
demonstrates the significant enhancement of using
LSTDial on different models.

Figure 4: GPT4-Evaluation. Variant of LSTDial (left);
Original model using the LSTDial method (right).

4.5 Ablation Study
We list the results of the ablation study in Table 3,
aiming to investigate the influence of different mod-
ules in our proposed method. It can be seen that if
we removed STDial or LTDial, the performance of
all metrics drops. This suggests that both the short-
term and long-term training modules proposed in
this paper are important for enhanced dialogue
generation. We also observed that after removing
LTDial, the Distinct-1/2/3 are reduced by 41.32%
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Dist-1 ↑ Dist-2 Dist-3 BLEU-1 ↑ BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 Len. PPL ↓
LSTDial 4.55 16.64 32.14 33.76 27.91 26.55 18.78 12.24 18.07

w/o STDial 3.75 14.28 30.07 9.48 2.04 1.28 0.66 10.48 19.31
w/o LTDial 2.67 10.38 15.74 31.91 24.89 23.73 16.77 8.97 20.42

STDial 2.67 10.38 15.74 31.91 24.89 23.73 16.77 8.97 20.42
w/o ST-Feed 1.19 6.21 15.13 34.33 25.43 24.59 16.76 6.74 25.25

LTDial 3.75 14.28 30.07 9.48 2.04 1.28 0.66 10.48 19.31
w/o LT-Feed 2.11 9.38 20.56 9.32 0.98 1.21 0.43 9.83 18.70
w/o Future Reward 3.04 12.76 25.73 8.45 1.47 1.09 0.65 10.21 19.25

Table 3: The ablation test of our model (%) on DailyDialog, which is implemented on the basic Transformer.
Numbers in bold mean that the improvements to the ablation models are statistically signifcant.

/ 37.62% / 51.03%, respectively. However, the
BLEU-1/2/3/4, only dropped an average of 9.39%.
This indicates that LTDial, has a greater impact on
diversity metric. An more obvious phenomenon is
the dramatic reduction of BLEU-1/2/3/4 by 71.92%
/ 92.69% / 95.18% / 96.49% respectively after re-
moving STDial. This is due to the fact that STDial
incorporates MLE training, which is capable of gen-
erating dialogue responses with high BLEU values.
When only the RL-based LTDial is left, the BLEU
values naturally drops significantly since ground-
truth is not involved in the training. Furthermore,
most of the metrics decreased after removing the
corresponding feedback in both STDial and LTDial,
which are in line with our expectations.

Metric Pearson Corr Spearman Corr
Flu. 0.24 0.25
Rel. 0.48 0.45
Div. 0.35 0.33

Eng. 0.28 0.27
Coh. 0.41 0.43
Inf. 0.34 0.34

Table 4: Fine-grained correlation of short-term feedback
(top) as well as long-term feedback (down) with human
evaluation, respectively. All values are statistically sig-
nificant to p < 0.05, unless in italic.

4.6 Discussion
We aim to address the following research ques-
tions (RQs) about LSTDial: (1) Does the two-type
feedback work effectively enough? (2) How does
the order of the two-stage training influence the
method? (3) Can our method outperform other
RL-based methods? (4) Can it be effectively imple-
mented on LLMs? (5) What insights can be drawn
from the case study?

RQ1: Feedback Validity
The previous section 4.4.2 presents the 100 sam-
ples scored by human. To verify the validity of

the two types of feedback, we calculated the fine-
grained correlation of short-term feedback as well
as long-term feedback with human evaluation on
there samples, respectively. From Table 4, it can be
observed that the two types of feedback has signifi-
cant correlation with human evaluation4. Consid-
ering the substantial individual differences in eval-
uating open-domain conversations, we observed
that our evaluators (contained TEval and DEval)
can be used to provide effective feedback for a
human-chatbot conversation.

RQ2: Impact of Training Order
We empirically find that it is easier for dialogue
system to converge when training at the long-term
stage after it is already trained at the short-term
stage. Thus, we only report the results of the de-
signed order (short-term first and then long-term)
in the paper. Here, we compare with the other order
(long-term first and then short-term) and report the
results at different RL steps, as shown in Table 5,
using the GPT-4 evaluation guidelines given in Ap-
pendix C. The experiments employed the PLATO
model trained by our LSTDial. The results show
that the improvement in the long-term first is less
efficient compared to the short-term first.

Steps Short-term First Long-term First
Eng. Coh. Inf. Eng. Coh. Inf.

20000 2.68 2.94 2.48 1.83 2.07 1.80
40000 3.27 3.34 3.08 2.11 2.26 1.90
60000 3.62 3.81 3.56 2.14 2.20 1.92

Table 5: Results of dialogie-level evaluation of two
order settings at different steps of long-term training.

RQ3: Comparison with RL-based methods
We conducted experiments to compare the ef-
fectiveness of LSTDial with other RL-based ap-

4Pearson correlation of 0.2-0.5 can be proved to be mod-
erately to highly significant with human ratings in dialogue
evaluation tasks (Yeh et al., 2021).
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Models Dist-1 ↑ Dist-2 Dist-3 BLEU-1 ↑ BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 Len. PPL ↓
(a) VHRL (2020) 4.10 13.73 25.07 32.45 25.72 26.68 17.73 9.41 21.22

HRLG (2023) 4.21 12.65 20.33 31.43 26.89 24.95 15.47 10.73 19.86
LSTDial (ours) 4.55 16.64 32.14 33.76 27.91 26.55 18.78 12.24 18.07

(b) InstructGPT 13.21 40.76 69.75 38.15 30.68 25.71 19.95 14.33 6.41
InstructGPT (♠) 15.10 41.13 69.76 39.14 29.92 26.40 20.48 15.02 6.38

Table 6: Automatic evaluation results (%) on DailyDialog. (a) Comparison of our approach (instantiated on the naive
Transformer) with two RL-based dialogue generation methods. (b) We implemented our approach on InstructGPT
(denoted by “♠”) to explore the applicability of LSTDial for Large Language Models (LLMs).

proaches applied to dialogue generation tasks. Ta-
ble 6(a) shows the results of LSTDial as well as
two open-source RL-based methods VHRL (Saleh
et al., 2020) and HRLG (Rohmatillah and Chien,
2023) on DialyDialog. The above experimental
results show that our LSTDial outperforms both of
VHRL and HRLG in terms of all metrics except
for BLEU-3 (where LSTDial is slightly inferior
to VHRL). In particular, for Dist-3, BLEU-4, and
PPL, LSTDial exhibits a significant advantage over
other methods, showing that the model enhanced
with our method can generate responses that are
more diverse, fluent, and similar responses to the
reference. In addition, the reasons why the RL
algorithm should be used in the long-term stage
rather than short-term are given in Appendix D.

RQ4: Implementation with LLMs
To investigate whether LSTDial is effective on
LLMs, we implemented our approach on a small-
sized LLM called InstructGPT (1.3B) 5 (Ouyang
et al., 2022) and showed its comparative results on
the DailyDialog dataset in Table 6(b). The above
experimental results show that (1) InstructGPT out-
performs PLATO and even PLATO(♠) in terms of
all metrics, showing the powerful ability of LLMs
for our task; (2) InstructGPT(♠) slightly outper-
forms InstructGPT in terms of all metrics except for
BLEU-2, showing that our method is still effective
for the implementation on LLMs.

RQ5: Case Study
We randomly sampled cases of dialogue responses
from DailyDialog and then compared the MLE to
our approach (implemented on the PLATO model).
From Table 7(a), it can be seen that the model
using LSTDial can generate a more diverse and
interesting response. We have further observed re-
sponses generated by our model across different
stages in Table 7(b). It can be observed that the

5We reproduced InstructGPT based on: https://
github.com/LanXiu0523/RLHF_instructGPT

baseline’s response (i.e., the original PLATO with-
out our trainings method) is simple and generic,
while the STDial response is more informative and
relevant. In particular, LSTDial tends to ask ques-
tions and show emotion to further deepen the dia-
logue. This response demonstrates long-term capa-
bilities at the dialogue-level. See Appendix E for
more case studies along with detailed explanations.

- So you have all the news on broadcast?
(a) Ground-truth: Yes , it’s so helpful.

MLE: Yep, got it.
LSTDial: Yes, I do. It keeps me informed!

- You need to know the type of shoes you want .
(b) Baseline: I’m not sure.

STDial: Guess I’ll decide on the shoes once
I’m at the store.
LSTDial: Knowing the type of shoes I want
is key, but have you ever had a pair of shoes that
pleasantly surprised you?

Table 7: (a) Response generated by MLE and our
method (the top case). (b) Case of response genera-
tion at different stages of the model (the bottom case).

5 Conclusion

In this study, we introduced LSTDial, a novel
framework that utilizes turn- and dialogue-level
conversation evaluation as explicit feedback dur-
ing training. By bridging the gap between dia-
logue generation and evaluation, LSTDial enables
dialogue systems to exhibit both short-term capa-
bilities at the turn-level and long-term capabili-
ties at the dialogue-level. Experimental results on
two popular open-domain dialogue datasets demon-
strate the significant improvement achieved by LST-
Dial in terms of both human and automatic eval-
uation metrics. These findings highlight the im-
portance of incorporating conversation evaluation
into dialogue system training for generating high-
quality responses. Future research will explore
more feedback mechanisms to better utilize feed-
back to enhance dialogue generation.
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Limitation

Firstly, due to limited resources, this paper did not
attempt to use larger evaluation models to generate
feedback, as well as LLMs with a larger number of
parameters to apply our approach. Secondly, in the
§3.4.1 RL Iteration phase, we defaulted to taking
the first utterance of the dialogue sample as the
initialized dialogue history, without attempting to
use a greater number of utterances. This may affect
the difficulty and effectiveness of dialogue interac-
tion, as a greater number of initial utterances would
lead to richer background knowledge for the con-
versation. Finally, a key factor contributing to the
successful performance of LSTDial is the sequence
of short-term and long-term training, meaning that
LSTDial needs to be trained strictly in order.
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A Quality Description

The dialogue metrics used in this paper include the
following two categories.

Turn-level:
Fluency: Responses are free of grammatical and

semantic errors.
Relevance: Responses are on-topic with the im-

mediate dialogue history.
Diversity: The response is informative, with long

sentences including multiple entities and concep-
tual or emotional words.

Dialogue-level:
Engagement: Throughout the dialogue, the sys-

tem displays a likeable personality.

Coherence: Throughout the dialogue, the system
can maintain a good conversation flow.

Informativeness: Throughout the dialogue, the
system provides unique and non-generic informa-
tion.

B Feedback Details

B1: ST-Feed Details

Fluency: We used VUP (Valid Utterance Predic-
tion) proposed by USL-H (Phy et al., 2020) for
Fluency. The authors trained a model based on
BERT-base to capture the Fluency of an utterance
by classifying whether it is valid. For doing this,
they applied many rules to get a negative sample,
e.g., word reorder, word drop, and word repeat. We
ran VUP via following the original setting. Rele-
vance: Similar to the Fluency metric, We proposed
this metric to enhance the relevance prediction by
using negative sampling. Specifically, the objec-
tive is to discern whether a given context-response
pair is relevance or not. To create positive sam-
ples (ci, r+i ) for this binary classification task, we
leveraged two consecutive utterances (ui, ui+1) ex-
tracted from existing human-human dialogue cor-
pora (Li et al., 2017), where ui serves as the context
and ui+1 represents the corresponding response.
Similar to the work of Sato et al. (Sato et al., 2020),
we selected the utterances in the dataset that are
the most similar to the positive example as the neg-
ative samples (ci, r−i ). RoBERTa-base (Liu et al.,
2019) is adopted as the text encoder. Diversity:
According to previous studies (Stasaski and Hearst,
2022), these lexical-level evaluation metrics such
as Distinct-n (Dist-n) (Li et al., 2016) often fail
to capture semantic diversity. So we used a re-
cent automatic evaluation metric, Sem-Ent (Han
et al., 2022), which can measure the semantic di-
versity based on the semantic distribution of gen-
erated responses. Sem-Ent correlates with human
judgments on response diversity more than other
automatic diversity metrics.

B2: LT-Feed Details

Engagement: Engagement is widely acknowl-
edged as a crucial evaluation criterion for assessing
the quality of dialogue system (Ghazarian et al.,
2020). As a result, we trained a discriminatory
model using the RED (Reddit-based Engagement
Dataset) (Xu et al., 2022). The RED dataset is
derived from Reddit and is carefully curated us-
ing a unique distant-supervision framework. In
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this framework, emotional, attentional, behavioral,
and reply engagement are combined to form a sin-
gle score called ENDEX. Subsequently, a hyper-
parameter threshold is utilized to group posts into
positive and negative samples based on this score.
Coherence: Coherence is a dialogue-level metric
that measures how well the dialogue flows, show-
ing how the utterances are coordinated for a seam-
less interaction (Mesgar et al., 2020). We consider
the use of the GRADE (Huang et al., 2020) as
our model for coherence evaluation. GRADE is
a graph-enhanced dialogue evaluation model that
uses both utterance-level contextualized representa-
tions and topic-level graph representations to eval-
uate the response. We got k - 1 adjacency pairs
for a dialogue containing k utterances and hence
k - 1 coherence scores. The coherence score at
the dialogue-level is calculated by averaging the k
- 1 scores. Informativeness: During the human-
human interaction, when the interlocutors deeply
dive into a topic, they tend to convey a large amount
of information (Zhang et al., 2022). We adopt a pre-
trained natural language inference (NLI) model6

to calculate the topic depth of a conversation to
represent the informativeness of a response. More
specifically, given a dialogue of k utterances, a pre-
trained NLI model is used to provided entailment
score to each utterance pair in the dialogue. In
total, there are k(k−1)

2 entailment scores per dia-
logue. The dialogue-level entailment score is the
average of all utterance-pair entailment scores in
the dialogue.

C GPT-4 Evaluation Guideline

Figure 5 and Figure 6 elaborate the turn-level and
dialogue-level GPT-4 evaluation guidelines, respec-
tively. Steps to conduct the evaluation are:

Step1. Clarify task requirements by reading the
instruction.

Step2. Read the dialogue, and the system re-
sponse carefully.

Step3. Give some brief analysis from the aspects
mentioned before.

Step4. Read the Definitions and Criteria pro-
vided above to help you with your in-depth analy-
sis.

Step5. On a scale of 1-5, evaluate the above
three aspects of the dialogue and produce the re-
quired output.

6https://huggingface.co/roberta-large-mnli

Instruction:  Next is a sample of a turn-level dialogue, which is a 

combined pair containing a context and a response. Assuming that 

you are an expert in dialogue quality assessment, you are asked to 

assess the current dialogue response based on the context. First, 

please analyze the quality of the dialogue in terms of the following 

three turn-level dialogue dimensions:

1.Fluency.

2.Relevance.

3.Diversity.

Based on the above analysis, provide scores for each of the above 

three aspects from the set [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and output the three scores 

as a list. Output example: [Fluency:4, Relevance:4, Diversity:3].

To help you better evaluate, here is the dialogue dimensions 

Definitions:

1.Fluency: Responses are free of grammatical and semantic errors.

2.Relevance: Responses are on-topic with the immediate dialogue 

history.

3.Diversity: The response is informative, with long sentences 

including multiple entities and conceptual or emotional words.

To help you better evaluate, here is the evaluation

Criteria:

A score of 1 means very dissatisfied.

A score of 2 means dissatisfied.

A score of 3 means normal.

A score of 4 means satisfied.

A score of 5 very satisfied.

Steps to conduct the evaluation are:

1.Read the dialogue, and the response carefully;

2.Give some brief analysis from the aspects mentioned before;

3.Read the Definitions and Criteria provided above to help you with 

your in-depth analysis.

4.on a scale of 1-5, evaluate the above three turn-level aspects of 

the dialogue and produce the required output.

Figure 5: Turn-level GPT-4 Evaluation Guideline.

Instruction:  Next is the entire human-system conversation, which 

contains multiple dialogue utterances. Assuming that you are an 

expert in dialogue quality assessment, you are asked to assess the 

performance of the system throughout the conversation. First, 

please analyze the quality of the dialogue in terms of the following 

three dialogue-level dialogue dimensions:

1.Engagement.

2.Coherence.

3.Informativeness.

Based on the above analysis, provide scores for each of the above 

three aspects from the set [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and output the three scores 

as a list. Output example: [Engagement:2, Coherence:4, 

Informativeness:3].

To help you better evaluate, here is the dialogue dimension 

Definitions:

1.Engagement: Throughout the dialogue, the system displays a 

likeable personality.

2.Coherence: Throughout the dialogue, the system is maintaining a 

good conversation flow.

3.Informativeness: Throughout the dialogue, the system provides 

unique and non-generic information.

To help you better evaluate, here is the evaluation

Criteria:

A score of 1 means very dissatisfied.

A score of 2 means dissatisfied.

A score of 3 means normal.

A score of 4 means satisfied.

A score of 5 very satisfied.

Steps to conduct the evaluation are:

1.Read the dialogue, and the system response carefully;

2.Give some brief analysis from the aspects mentioned before;

3.Read the Definitions and Criteria provided above to help you with 

your in-depth analysis.

4.on a scale of 1-5, evaluate the above three dialogue-level aspects 

of the dialogue and produce the required output.

Figure 6: Dialogue-level GPT-4 Evaluation Guideline.
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D Why not Use RL at Short-term Stage

The RL-based training is more complicated and
time-consuming than the multi-task learning. At
the short-term stage, we leverage the multi-task
learning to quickly train a high-quality dialogue
system via turn-level feedback. After that, we
move to the long-term stage and continuously train
the resulting system via the complicated RL-based
training to enhance replies considering the quality
of the whole dialogue. However, if we utilize the
RL-based training in the first stage, such design
will make the structure of LSTDial very compli-
cated, probably bringing negative influence to the
model’s reliability and generalization in practical
scenarios.

E Detailed Case Analysis

Our model has the following three incremental vari-
ants as it is trained:

(a) Baseline: the original dialogue system with-
out our trainings.

(b) STDial: baseline + short-term training.
(c) LSTDial: STDial + long-term training.

User: I’m considering going for a run.

Baseline: Oh, that’s good.

STDial: Running is a great way to stay energized
and enjoy the outdoors.

LSTDial: Running is fantastic! It’s an excellent
way to boost your mood and energy levels. Are
you planning to run through a park or nearby
streets?

Table 8: Case of response generation at different stages
of our model (case 1).

User: Hi, what’s the weather like today?

Baseline: I’m not sure.

STDial: Today’s weather is sunny with a
temperature of 25 degrees Celsius.

LSTDial: Today’s weather is sunny with a
temperature of 25 degrees Celsius. It’s a great
day to go outside and enjoy the sunshine. What
are your plans for the day?

Table 9: Case of response generation at different stages
of our model (case 2).

We analyze the change of generated responses
across these models of different stages with the
following two random samples obtained from user
inputs to the above models.

Analysis1 (See table 8):
(1) The baseline’s response is simple and generic,

expressing a positive attitude towards the user’s
intention, but it lacks specific information or ele-
ments to further engagement in the conversation.
(i.e., Lacking of short- and long-term capabilities)

(2) The STDial response is more informative
and relevant due to mentioning the benefits of run-
ning for staying energized and enjoying the out-
doors. However, it still lacks a proactive conversa-
tion guidance. (i.e., Having short-term capabilities
but lacking of long-term capabilities)

(3) The LSTDial response goes a further step,
not only affirming the benefits of running but also
adding a subjective evaluation and asking a ques-
tion to further engage in a deeper-in conversation.
This kind of response not only facilitates a deeper
conversation but also shows an interest in the user’s
preferences and plans, thereby enhancing user en-
gagement. (i.e., Having both short-term and long-
term capabilities)

Analysis2 (See table 9):
(1) The baseline model provides a poor response,

displaying uncertainty about the weather.
(2) The STDial model offers a specific and in-

formative response about the weather, showing the
improved diversity and relevance. Compared to the
baseline’s response, the STDial response exhibits
the short-term capabilities (i.e., fluency, relevance,
and diversity).

(3) The LSTDial model enriches the response by
adding a subjective evaluation of the weather and
engaging the user in the conversation, increasing
participation.

Compared to STDial, we observe that LSTDial
tends to ask questions and express opinions actively,
which is very friendly for users to participate in
multiple rounds of conversations. Therefore, after
the two-stage training, LSTDial can enhance long-
term capabilities (i.e., coherence, engagement, and
informativeness) beyond short-term capabilities.
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